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Anarchists in BC continually experiment. Different actions are taken: from organizing public demonstrations, to informational and solidarity events, to publishing and distributing analysis. Besides their own projects anarchists involve themselves in struggles with parallel trajectories or which face similar exploitative forces. One general strategy can be seen that involves giving already existing struggles examples of more direct means to their goals in the hope that those goals can eventually expand to include changing all levels of society. Essentially trying to widen conflicts socially as well as sharpening them with an example of self organization and direct action.
The "bosses Grand Idea," the Olympics, aptly termed by greek anarchists in the time leading up to the 2004 Athens Olympics, is coming to Vancouver in 2010. We say it is already here. Before winning the Olympic bid in 2003, urban development, tourism and resource exploitation were heavily promoted as a way to sell BC on an international level. Not just an event, the Olympics functions to market this land, through ski resorts, mining, shipping ports, highways and security; to catalyze and secure the projects of the bosses. The Olympics serves to enforce projects of exploitation and social control across British Columbia that will, in many cases, integrate and bolster capitalist infrastructure internationally.

Initially, anarchists in British Columbia, were inspired to participate in anti-Olympics efforts by the ongoing indigenous resistance to ski-resorts and development, destroying land and ways of life. By continuing in long-term pre-existing struggles, indigenous resistance was at the forefront of the anti-Olympics fight.
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embrace solidarity with all the others who fight for freedom in the destruction of prisons and this prison society." In August of 2008, the PO window was shattered in solidarity with the hundreds of prisoners in Europe participating in a mass hunger strike from August 1-7th, in-particular with the anarchists, Gabriel Pombo da Silva, Jose Fernandez Delgado, and Amadeu Casellas.

On August 6th an internet communacation claimed responsibility for the firebombing of two police vehicles, a sheriffs van and an police cruiser, in the Downtown Eastside. Reasons given in the communiqué were "... the police and private security; the courts, sheriffs, and judges continue to enforce the orderly and lawful circulation of commodities and money with limitless social control. Their complicity is present in the example of development, police repression and prison. They should expect no less than burning vehicles and creative expressions of our contempt." The action was also claimed in solidarity with prisoners on hunger strike in Europe and the same three anarchists mentioned above with the addition of Marco Camenisch.
gentrification in the Commercial Drive area... They attempt to convey a friendly, community-oriented image in order to conceal the true nature of their activities." The CPC countered with articles in mainstream media calling the stone throwers and poster spreaders paranoid, cowards, as well as stating “We’re gob-smacked...It's not theft, it's not mischief. They're basically anarchists.”

The Probation Office (PO) on Commercial Drive has also had the benefit of being a repeated target of hostility. The PO was graffitied and had its locks glued on, December 7, 2007, the night of the extradition of indigenous warrior John Graham. In June of 2008, the office was covered with graffiti such as “Fuck Probation,” “Break the Prisons Now!” “Solidarity Across Borders” and “Freedom is Our Crime!” on the same night two surveillance cameras across the street were obscured with paint. This was claimed as part of week of “Solidarity Without Borders,” due to the arrest and imprisonment of 5 anarchists in France. The act was claimed as "...a negation and an embrace. Denying the control of the camera and the law over our possibilities, this act

Anti-Olympics sentiment has become more generalized through peoples direct experiences with gentrification, development and ecological destruction. At first, in Vancouver, the most vocal anti-Olympics organizing was being done by the Anti-Poverty Committee, pressuring the government to build more social housing and spend less on the games, "Homes not games!" they yelled. To us the, construction of more social housing means more land and labour exploitation in the construction, and in practice more government management in the lives of the excluded. This group has since become less prominent. Many of their members have joined the Olympic Resistance Network (ORN), an open organizing group initiated by some indigenous organizers and activist groups.

In 2006, there was a camp erected by local West Vancouver residents to stop the Olympic highway expansion at Eagle Ridge Bluffs. Regrettably, no Vancouver anarchists attended the camp which was situated in Vancouver richest neighbourhood. At the eviction of the camp, an indigenous elder and warrior, Harriet Nahane was arrested. In February, 2007, a short time after being released from jail for
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refusing to leave the camp or acknowledge the authority of the Courts, she died of pneumonia worsened by jail. The passing of long-time warrior Harriet Nahane added an increased intensity to the anti-Olympics battle.

In March, 2007, the massive Olympic flag was stolen from the Vancouver City Hall, only six days before the official "flag illuminating ceremony." The action was claimed by the Native Warrior Society "...in honour of Harriet Nahane..." On the day of the flag ceremony, City Hall was completely surrounded by cops. Some anarchists who went to the planned disruption demo against the flag ceremony, decided not to go through the police bag check, stood a block away but still were chased by eager cops.

On March 15, 2007 anarchists in Vancouver organized a demonstration against police and the Olympics promoted as a, "Street Action Against the Cops," on the International Day Against Police Brutality. This was the fifth consecutive year anarchists organized this demo in Vancouver. With that years' high ratio of police infiltration to participants, intensive paint bomb attacks, arson attempts and the disruption of CPC recruitment events it was eventually forced out of its location in Grandview park.

In November 2008, at it's new location on Commercial Drive, rocks were thrown through three of the centre's five windows on the same night that two other CPC's and two probation offices had their locks glued. The cost to replace the glass was $2,740, and in January of 2009, the CPC publicly called for donations to offset the replacement costs. In January of 2009, the CPC had three of its windows shattered, once again. The call for donations went up to $6,000. Then in February, the CPC recieved a donation of rocks breaking the two remaining windows and the centre's glass door. Now entirely enclosed in plywood, it was made public that they now need 16,000 to replace the glass and install protective rolling shutters and the CPC has even claimed that if we shut down, they win." Three posters were extensively pasted in the neighborhood explaining the situation and encouraging further anti-CPC action. One poster stated the CPC is an "...institution of social control working in the interests of the rich and promoting
with a taser by the RCMP (Canada’s national police). One of the police agents responsible for the death of Dziekansi, Monty Robinson, was also involved at Sun Peaks, is now part of the Olympics integrated security unit, and was also driving drunk causing an accident which lead to the death of motorcyclist and youth, Orion Hutchinson.

The RCMP are using open intimidation by knocking on anarchists, activists, and native sovereignists doors seeking information on anti-Olympic “disruptions or direct actions,” or on people whose sentiments support these activities. An RCMP Olympic task force has attempted to set up meetings with people caught doing anti-Olympics graffiti.

DIRECT RESPONSES

In 1995, a Community Policing Center (CPC) was created in Grandview park in the Commercial Drive area of East Vancouver. Since its inception it has faced considerable opposition, including letter writing, public protests, and attacks on the building itself. In 2005, after numerous smashed windows, police ground control and trailing helicopters, the march was literally in a cage with pigs for walls and pigs inside.

A deceptively successful Vancouver anarchist contribution to the anti-Olympics effort, was the initiation of a campaign of attack against the Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) (a main sponsor) and a corresponding call out for all to join in some “amateur vandalism”. What is unquestionable is that the Internet communiques encouraged a rash of broken RBC windows across Canada. Although this property destruction has not seemed to spread outside of radical circles, public support for this kind of sabotage has increased. The wave of vandalism is costing RBC more and more money in new windows, and bank machines, and increased security (admittedly a drop in the bucket for companies that make millions in profit every year). Beyond the costs to RBC, the vandalism also functions to damage the sanctity of property.

Other BC based anti-Olympics direct actions include arsons of Kiewit and Sons vehicles (the company building the arterial highway for the...
Olympics), cementing McDonald's (sponsor) toilets, paint bombings of Vancouver Olympics billboards. Other attacks that were reported by the corporate media include $50,000 of damage to construction equipment belonging to Olympics contractor, only a few days after a worker was killed on that job site. This targeted vandalism and numerous other anti-Olympic related actions provides a reference for action in the possibilities of property destruction and sabotage.

How the anti-Olympic struggle can contribute to creating a more generalized social revolt, has been a central thread of discussion among anarchists in Vancouver. For anarchists, an important aspect of the anti-Olympics fight has been the question of how to communicate that the problem is not just the Olympics but the system as a whole. Anarchists have repeatedly bombed the city with graffiti, released numerous small run publications, created blogs, and written direct action internet communiques explaining motivations with varying degrees of analysis. Within the question of how to communicate exists the question of with whom. A main critique of much of the current

CONTROL AND COERCION IN THE OPEN PRISON

Social control and coercion exist on a myriad of scales in BC, they seem to have a costume for every occasion. Under the guise of improving safety, control sprouts eyes and ears as surveillance cameras are installed on street corners and shops. The Vancouver Police Department strives to recruit by advertising its multicultural inclusivity, but control was unburdened with appearances when a newspaper delivery man was brutally beaten and robbed by three police officers who told the man as they kicked him "we don't like brown people, buddy." One of these three pigs was formerly a community policing center volunteer and trains police on the use of force. In many neighborhoods, control comes dressed as a friendly beat cop in non-profit community policing centers. Control appears barefaced with machine guns, gas masks, and helicopters, as thousands of Canadian troops prepare for the Olympics with military operations, named bronze, silver, gold. Tragically, control rises in its all too familiar manifestation as the grim reaper in the recent killing of Robert Dziekanski a polish immigrant who died after being shot repeatedly
imprisoned in South Dakota awaiting trial.

Inspired by John’s resistance to uranium mining, land exploitation and colonization, Anarchists in Vancouver (and at times anarchists from other parts of British Columbia) have attended his court dates, visited him while under house arrest and in prison, put on workshops, informational events and fund raisers, put up posters, produced leaflets and supported events held for John by the Native Youth Movement or his daughters. There is also an on-going graffiti campaign in Vancouver in solidarity with him.

Anarchist solidarity with John Graham means continuing on with the struggle against development, against uranium mining, against the police, against all prisons everywhere. As Anna Mae Pictou Aquash herself said after she was arrested and threatened by the FBI in September of 1975, fJails are not a solution to problems.

anarchist communications is that they are aimed too exclusively towards other anarchists - begging the question, it it important to encourage more anarchy or more anarchists? We are not saying that it is not important to communicate with other anarchists, but that the if intention of certain communication is to contribute to widening social struggle, it would be wise to put out information and analysis in a way that is available to people who don’t know anarchist blogs exist.

Anarchists in Vancouver do participate in disrupting certain Olympic events and anti-Olympic demonstrations, however, organizing is focused more towards attempting to disrupt certain capitalist projects accelerated by Olympic fuel. As a strategy, to target simply the Olympics leaves room for the projects themselves to go unchecked, however targeting the spectacle, may also provide an unstable social climate for investment.
"Since Vancouver-Whistler was announced as host city for the 2010 Winter Olympics in 2003, Vancouver has experienced large-scale evictions and dislocation of urban poor. Hundreds of low-income, Single Room Occupancy (SRO) units have been lost in the Downtown Eastside (DTES), Vancouver’s poorest neighborhood and a key ‘corridor’ for Olympic media and tourists. Most were hotels forced to close either by owners seeking to demolish or renovate them into upscale hotels for the Olympic/tourist industry, or by City council forcing the closure of buildings that violated fire, health or safety codes."

- Homelessness 2010: Background

Development is advertised as a necessary improvement, the innocent daughter of progress, however, it is little more than the imposition of the will of profit over our lives. Development is a process rooted in occupation and exploitation of land and people, in order to exact resources (raw materials and territory) to be reconstituted as building blocks for the management of space.

An anonymous communiqué from a Vancouver action in solidarity with anti-development actions by Six Nations people in Brantford, Ontario states, "On the night of Monday, July 14th, (2008) east of the Abbotsford-Mission Bridge (near Vancouver) thick copper wire was placed across the train tracks, connecting two rails to mimic a blockage and hopefully disrupting train traffic for hours. This is a strategic place because it is a bottle neck of three major train lines... If our solidarity is expansive, disruptive and targeted, we can further our own fight for freedom while strengthening others."

Anarchists in Vancouver, Canada, have been standing in solidarity with indigenous warrior John Graham since his extradition hearings began here in 2004. John had been living in Vancouver for a number of years leading up his arrest. Anarchists first learned about the US government case against John Graham from the local Native Youth Movement, mutual friends and John Graham’s family. The FBI charges that Graham, in 1975, killed his comrade Anna Mae Pictou Aquash, his friend and fellow warrior in the American Indian Movement (AIM). John Graham is currently
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The development and displacement of the Downtown Eastside is commonly promoted as "revitalization." This neighborhood is the primary Vancouver corridor for the influx of Olympics visitors and media. Also, it is strategically important for the onslaught of gentrification, as it exists between key tourist and economic areas. Open drug use, poverty, and petty crime is prevalent on the streets here, and considered an obstacle for greater investor confidence. The "revitalization" is truly a collaboration of various economic forces; art galleries, universities, condo developers, the city and social services encouraging the spread of gentrification from where it already exists (in surrounding areas) and essentially displacing undesirable elements. This "revitalization" is another aspect of subjugation of indigenous people, as a significant percentage of downtown east side residents are natives displaced from their own territories.

Some Vancouver anarchists participated in the Woodwards Squat of 2002 on the edge of the Downtown Eastside. The squat, evicted after a week, was slated for re-development within a year. The city

reclaimed and decommissioned in 2007, by natives from the Tyendinaga (Mohawk Nation) reserve in Ontario. Mohawks who had been occupying a nearby proposed development site retreated to the quarry site under threat of a raid. Demanding the surrender of the Mohawks who were occupying the development, the police drew their guns then attacked and arrested several Mohawks. In response, a road was dug up near the quarry and set a field on fire to drive away police and Six Nations people blocked the Highway 6 bypass near Caledonia with a hydro tower. Anarchists in Ontario responded by going to the occupied sites at Six Nations and Tyendinaga.

In solidarity with the struggle at Tyendinaga and Six Nations, on April 28, 2008 in Vancouver, about a hundred Natives and non-Native supporters including anarchists marched along and blocked-off a major trucking route in East Vancouver. The march was led by native elders, and backed by warriors and supporters, blocking a major intersection for 3 hours during rush-hour and causing massive traffic jams which extended to the United States border.
Solidarity is a concept common to both anarchists and the indigenous resistance movement. Often when one site of resistance is under siege, other nations across the country respond by blocking highways, bridges and train lines or occupying band offices. Anarchists, across Canada, including BC, at times participate in solidarity with indigenous struggle.

In 2006, anarchists from Vancouver visited the occupied development near Six Nations, in Ontario and stayed for a few days inside the lines. Returning to Vancouver, anarchists made an info event about the struggle at Six Nations and against development and participated in a native-led solidarity demo that partially blocked a major downtown bridge. In Courtneyn, BC there was another solidarity demo, initiated by anarchists who made links with indigenous people from the region. They blocked a bridge temporarily and hung banners which read "Six Nations you do not stand alone," and "Solidarity with Six Nations Warriors."

Also in Ontario, on April 25th, 2008 Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) surrounded gravel quarries,
Sutikahl see the camp as a protector of the clean water from the mountains and a challenge to the reservation system, encouraging people to re-occupy traditional territory and live actively with the land. Anarchists in BC have intensively supported and felt supported by Sutikahl over the years through forming relationships, bringing supplies and finances, building and gardening. For the last five years anarchists gather at the end of summer to harvest and preserve berries, for physical training and discussions.

The fight at Sutikahl is not over, as the 2010 Winter Olympics, to be held in the nearby ski resort of Whistler, increases danger to the area by stimulating investor markets (i.e., companies may be more ready to invest due to the favorable conditions created by 2010). For these reasons, Sutikahl remains an important focal point for community resistance to any potential resort. After nine years, Sutikahl continues to stand as an expression of St'at'imc sovereignty & their desire to protect their territory & way of life. It has withstood attacks by vigilante settlers and police raids, and continues to receive support from other St'at'imc communities.
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anarchists' participation, and would use the space to participate in the revitalization of the neighborhood. Solving the 'problem' of junkie squatters and a building on its way to being condemned, the slum-lords would come out looking like generous benefactors, giving desired political credit to their name. The development of this space to sell art is vitalizing only to the artists, their clients (the rich), and to developers and real estate agents who would use this space as a billboard to sell the neighborhood as an enriching cultural experience.

Another gigantic development on the horizon is set to transform Little Mountain, the oldest government housing project in Vancouver. The project was built in 1954 as result of pressure from post WW II veterans-turned-squatters, who had illegally occupied a hotel and an unused military barracks. Some families have lived at Little Mountain for a few generations. The housing project has been called a "waste of space" because there are large grass areas between the buildings. The value of social space where children play and neighbors share food has been quantified. Already 210 of the original 224
apartments have been evicted. Though slated to be demolished and developed into a mix of market and social housing, similar to the Woodwards model, residents of 14 apartments refuse to leave and, along with activist organizations, created a campaign to save their homes.

The development at Little Mountain is stalled due to the economic collapse causing the developer, the Holborn Group, to admit they won't start to build for a minimum of 4 years. Anarchists had no personal contacts with the defiant residents but, inspired by their refusal to leave, visited and discussed strategies with resisting renters. Anarchists made invitations for a residents meeting with two proposals; 1. To squat a boarded up apartment building to lend strength to the resistance and possibly for use as an info point about development/gentrification in the city. 2. A picket at another Holburn group development. These proposals were rejected by residents, and the activists, at the meeting as not being strategic at this time. However most importantly the beginnings of relationships were created and a dialog was opened for future collaboration.

Native Youth Movement (NYM) Warrior Tselletkwe from the Secwepemc Nation was arrested at a disruption demo interrupting the unveiling of the Olympic countdown clock. She made this statement on her release, stating, fOur land is not for Sale, we are still at war with KKKanada, we have never surrendered our land. We want the whole World to know not to come to our country and to boycott KKKanada and the 2010 Olympic Games. Tourism is not welcome here.g

In May of 2000, people from the St'at' imic nation built a camp in the mountains, 4 hours north of Vancouver, to stop the development of a ski-resort. The camp, called Sutikah, continues to successfully prevent the construction of the resort, acting as a hub to bring people together in the context of resistance and subsistence with the land. The St'at'imc living at

month long camp, before it's eviction, was occupied and supported primarily by natives with the contributions of some anarchists and activists. Sun Peaks is an Olympic training site for the Austrian ski team.
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1995, Gustafsen Lake stand-off. A month long armed stand-off occurred between police and indigenous people on their ancestral homeland. The conflict began when a local white rancher began demanding that a Secwepemc Sundance camp leave land to which he claimed ownership. People inside included men, women, children and elders. The RCMP fired thousands of rounds of ammunition at the camp. Anarchists supported the Ts'peten, Secwepemc for the Gustafsen Lake area, land-defenders through prisoner/court support, information, web-sites and fundraising. In 2005, Vancouver anarchists attended the 10 year anniversary gathering at Ts'peten.

Secwepemc people, including some who were inside the Gustafsen Lake stand-off, have been fighting against the Sun Peaks ski-resort since 1997. In 2004, they called for convergence at Sun Peaks, which was attended by native land-defenders and non-natives supporters including anarchists. On this day a structure was built using wood just cut from the Sun Peaks golf course. The Secwepemc occupied the structure to monitor destruction of their land by the ski resort, to assert territory and spread information. The

Again anarchists made an attempt to connect with local struggles. After learning that the residents of Tsawwassen, a town south of Vancouver, used their cars to block traffic on highway 17 in June, and in July held a protest with their children at a school and blocked B.C. Transmission Corporation (BCTC) workers’ access to their properties. BCTC was replacing and upgrading high voltage power lines that run through residents back yards. In July, three residents were arrested. The first, is alleged to have interfered with the project by sitting on a pole stub, a support for a transmission tower, and to have ripped out survey stakes. The second, is alleged to have used a large mirror to reflect light at two workers in a bucket truck, and a third was arrested but not charged. BCTC also claimed that they found deep cuts in poles, that workers were being threatened, including one being threatened by a man with a crowbar and that someone had poured urine into the open window of an unoccupied vehicle belonging to a BCTC employee. In August, anarchists attended the court dates of the two charged residents and twice visited residents in Tsawwassen opening up a bit of discussion. Unfortunately the new power lines went up.
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Anarchists in Vancouver commonly feel a lack of space to organize from. There are a few spaces, like bookstores, or cafes that support anarchist events, but they are not a consistent base for projects. On a temporary basis, anarchists squat spaces for info-nights about prisoners (specifically John Graham, Gabriel Pombo da Silva and Jose Delgado), projects, skills sharing and to sew the seeds of contempt for the dictated meaning of space. However, these spaces lack in continuity from which to develop social revolt and relationships outside of the anarchist "scene."

In the summer of 2009, anarchists are planning to open a space for social projects, solidarity events and, with the Olympics on the horizon, the space can expect to be hosting visitors intent on disrupting business as usual. Because Vancouver is a new city, there is very little empty space. It is still growing and what is temporarily vacant is guarded and coveted due to peaking property values. There are no squatters rights in Canada, and although secret longer term squatting is possible, public squats are quite

people from Six Nations, in Ontario, which stopped a large development project from infringing on the reservation, Sutikalh, the ongoing land re-occupation in St'at'imc territory to stop a ski resort, the persistence of indigenous land use including fishing on Cheam territory despite charges and fines from the Department of fisheries and oceans and berry picking and cutting trees for building projects on 'privatized' corporate land on Secwepmec territory.

Ski resorts currently expanding or slated for expansion (some directly due to the Olympics) across BC are meeting resistance from the Nlaka'pamux, Secwepmec and St'at'imc nations.

This summer, some anarchists visited the Nlaka'pamux camp set up in the Coquihalla Mountains, to stir up resistance to the signing away of their land for ski resort development. The camp was set up where the people have camped for 1000s of years of berry picking and medicine gathering.

Anarchists in BC have been contributing to the support of the Secwepmec fight for the land since the
signed and there are legal grounds for indigenous title to this land. "The BC treaty process, was first set in motion shortly after the 1990 Oka Crisis. That summer & fall, BC had the most solidarity road & rail blockades with the Mohawks than any other region. The BC treaty process has several goals: to legitimize the prior theft of Indigenous land; to present the government as fair & honorable for correcting 'historical injustices'; to provide economic certainty for corporations (i.e., logging, mining, oil & gas, ski resorts, etc.); and to assimilate Indigenous peoples."

-HTTP://WWW.WARRIORPUBLICATIONS.COM/?Q=NODE/21,
WHAT IS THE BC TREATY PROCESS?

Tourists are wooed to BC with stories of beautiful, untouched land and recreational areas. Parks more than anything primarily function as a reservoir for capitalism's assets and originally, to restrict access to the means of autonomous existence for indigenous people. BC is still promoted as a 'frontier' for capitalism and settlement.

Some more recent indigenous uprisings; beginning in 2006 the urban land re-occupation by immediately busted by the cops. Although this space will be rented, projects and actions carried out there will not adhere to the imposed limits of a legal space in order to preserve its' existence, for it is not this space within capital that is desirable, but a launching pad for ongoing conflict with the state and capital. A space that cannot be marketable, intended to be a genuine threat to the bosses as a site of instigation and unmanageability. The space in itself is not the goal. Fundamentally the space must move beyond itself.

Recently, anarchists from elsewhere in Canada moved to Vancouver and opened semi-public project/space, The Maquis, in the Downtown Eastside. From their text "Around The Maquis."

"We have been inspired by many forms of connections and organizations that have emerged in this context; camps to protect the mountains... direct and autonomous actions, from windows that brake to fires that catch, the tenacity of the Downtown Eastside bums occupying street and parks... They struggle everyday against police repression, the privatization of space, the scornfulness of the favored..."
Despite this inspiring resistance, we have noticed a flagrant lack of spaces for politicization, networking and organization built on that aim to counter domination in all forms and by which the struggle can grow... We are creating a space for research, creativity, spreading critical information, workshops, training, solidarity events, subversion of the daily life, communisation of sensitivities... with the aim of encouraging a radical re-appropriation of the territory here."

Groups and individuals are calling others to revolt in the streets of Vancouver against gentrification, social control, and the Olympics. More formally, the ORN is appealing for a convergence in Vancouver against the Olympics during games time in February 2010. An informal call out is being made to people internationally to collaborate in an international street art/graffiti effort dubbed "The Carnival of Revolt." People are invited to push their passions and critiques onto the walls of their worlds. As a part of overturning the assigned meaning of our spaces, this call out is for street messages and images to be thrown up with the aim to inspire people beyond submission, to interact with their fears and manifest emotions into actions.

INDIGENOUS SOLIDARITY

Indigenous resistance to colonization is a source of inspiration in the local anarchist struggle against industrialism, capitalism and the State. The institution of colonization has only existed in British Columbia for the last 150 years, but it's impact has been swift and brutal. The Indian Act, passed in 1876, confined indigenous people to reservations and abusive christian residential schools, outlawed language and ways of life. From the beginning of colonization there was fierce armed resistance by indigenous nations slowing down by 1890. The Canadian State is still entrenched in a counter-insurgency war, to secure resources for capital's expansion. In the 1960’s there was a resurgence in native resistance in the form of warrior societies and grassroots organizing, with a focus towards land re-occupation and fighting for traditional ways of life.

Nearly all of so-called British Columbia is unceded land. This means no treaties were ever
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